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Abstract. The aim of this work is to show the correlation between the plasma propagation in the footprint
of an atmospheric pressure plasma jet on a ﬂat polymer surface and the plasma treatment impact on the
polymer properties. An argon plasma jet working in open air is used as plasma source, while PET thin ﬁlms
are used a substrates for plasma treatment. Light emission photographs are taken with an ICCD camera
to have a close look at the generated structures in the plasma jet footprint on the surface. Water contact angle (WCA) measurement and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis are also performed
to obtain information about the impact of the plasma treatment on the PET surface characteristics.
A variation in ICCD camera gate duration (1 µs, 100 µs, 50 ms) results in the photographs of the diﬀerent
plasma structures occurring during the plasma propagation on the ﬂat PET surface. Contact angle measurements provide results on improvement of the PET hydrophilic character, while XPS analysis shows
the distribution of atomic elements on the treated substrate surface. Light emission images help explaining
the obtained WCA and XPS results.

1 Introduction
The increasing amount of publications about atmospheric
pressure plasma jets in the last decade indicates the growing interest in this type of plasma source. Scientiﬁc
researchers around the world work on diﬀerent aspects:
applications [1,2], modelling [3], new design [4], experimental work [5], etc. Beneﬁts such as low temperature, no
need for vacuum equipment, high ﬂexibility, simple construction, rich plasma chemistry, no limitation to the
sample size and curvature, good treatment capability give
atmospheric pressure plasma jets their excellent reputation. Among the diﬀerent successful applications, plasma
jets are also very eﬀective in high-quality surface processing of the top layers of material while all bulk properties
remain unchanged. This eﬀect together with a remarkable plasma jet penetration in small-size constructions [6]
allows using atmospheric plasma jets for a gentle treatment of 3D structures [7].
A large amount of atmospheric pressure plasma jet
applications can be found in many research areas: chemistry, materials, biochemistry, physics and diﬀerent ﬁelds
a
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in medicine [8,9]. Despite the tremendous mass of studies
that has been done on plasma jet sources, many questions
remain unanswered. For plasma diagnostics and characterizations, the following techniques have been applied:
probes, optical emission spectroscopy, absorption spectroscopy, mass spectroscopy and scattering [10,11]. One
of the other applied options for a fast analysis of plasma
processes occurring in atmospheric pressure plasma jets is
taking high time resolved ICCD camera photographs to
investigate the plasma evolution in space and time. This
procedure helped to discover the non-continuous discharge
mode in the plasma jet. It appears to include many separated ignitions of plasma forms called “bullets”. However,
despite these discoveries, there are still many dark corners
in the ﬁeld of atmospheric pressure plasmas such as theoretical explanations, modeling computations and missing
experimental work [12,13].
The purpose of this study is to investigate the plasma
propagation in the footprint of an atmospheric pressure
plasma jet on a ﬂat polymer sample. By using an ICCD
camera with diﬀerent exposure times, it is possible to show
the plasma jet transﬁguration. The timing range should be
big enough to observe the diﬀerence in formations behavior and make the proper deductions. Apart from ICCD
camera imaging investigations, additional measurements
of wettability and atomic element concentration on
plasma-treated polymer samples are also performed.
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Conclusions made based on the plasma jet footprint
photographs should help to explain the observed plasma
treatment eﬀects.

2 Experimental
2.1 Atmospheric pressure plasma jet
This work is focused on the representation of the atmospheric pressure plasma jet footprint on a ﬂat polymer
sample. The schematic illustration of the used experimental plasma jet set-up is presented in Figure 1 and is similar
to the plasma source used in previous work [6]. A quartz
capillary with inside and outside diameters of 1.3 mm
and 3.0 mm respectively determines the volume of the
generated discharge. A tungsten wire (diameter equal to
0.5 mm) with a half-sphere shaped tip is placed inside the
capillary and used as high voltage electrode. A 10 mm
wide second ring-shaped ground electrode is placed outside the capillary at a distance of 35 mm from the highvoltage electrode and 20 mm away from the edge of the
capillary. High purity argon at a constant ﬂow rate of 1
standard litre per minute (SLM) ﬁlls the capillary.
Applying a high voltage to the tungsten wire provides the
ignition of a plasma in the inter-electrode gap. Moreover,
a long outﬂowing plasma (so-called eﬄuent) propagation
appears in the surrounding air. In this work, the power
supply is set to produce an AC high voltage at a ﬁxed
frequency of 60 kHz and a ﬁxed amplitude of 7 kV (peakto-peak). This applied voltage value has been measured
with a high voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A) connected
to the tungsten wire. A current transformer (Pearson
Current Monitor Model 2877) has also been used to
obtain the discharge current. The acquired voltage-current
waveforms have been recorded using a Picoscope 3204A
digital oscilloscope. Based on the derived data, the average power of the discharge has been calculated. For the
experimental parameters used in this work, the discharge
power has been determined and was found to be 3.1 W.
Figure 2 shows a typical voltage and current waveform
of the plasma jet. Current peaks indicate the discharge
ignition.
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) ﬂat samples
(250 μm thickness, Goodfellow, Germany) have been used
to show the eﬃciency of the plasma jet treatment.
Substrates have been placed without any pre-treatment
2 mm below the edge of the capillary and have been
exposed to the plasma jet for the 40 s. During the treatment process, the sample and the plasma jet have been
permanently ﬁxed at the above mentioned capillarysample distance (2 mm). In this way, a single plasma treatment spot is produced on the exposed PET samples.
2.2 Light emission images
Discharge images have been taken by a Hamamatsu ICCD
camera (model C8484). The camera is equipped with a
UV-VIS-IR CoastalOprR lens F/4-F/45 60 mm Macro.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental atmospheric
pressure plasma jet set-up.

Fig. 2. Voltage and current waveforms of the plasma jet.

The ICCD camera exposure time has been set to 1 μs,
100 μs and 50 ms. These values allow to obtain diﬀerent
structures of the atmospheric pressure plasma jet since the
discharge period is 16 × 10−6 s. Thus, the obtained images
cover the most relevant examples of plasma jet features:
time-integrated images and single-ignited discharges. The
images of plasma propagations have been recorded without the use of any ﬁlter. Therefore, the whole spectral
range of ICCD from 290 to 900 nm has been used.
2.3 Water contact angle measurements
Water contact angle (WCA) measurements give the
opportunity to evaluate the plasma treatment eﬀect on
the surface free energy of a polymer surface which is an
essential surface parameter. A commercial Krüss Easy
Drop optical system (Krüss GmbH, Germany) has been
used to obtain the WCA values on the plasma treated
samples. Measurements are performed in an ambient air at
room temperature immediately after the plasma exposure.
An exact volume (1 μL) of distilled water is released by
a high precision liquid dispenser and subsequently placed
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on the treated substrate. The interline CCD video camera records and stores the drop image using PC-based acquisition and data processing. By using computer software provided with the instrument, the measurements of
the static contact angles values are fully automated. The
values of the static contact angles are obtained using
Laplace-Young curve ﬁtting based on the imaged sessile
water drop proﬁle. Each water contact angle measurement
reported in this paper has an estimated error of less than
2.0◦ with 95% probability.
2.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The chemical composition of the plasma-treated PET
samples is obtained by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). XPS survey spectra are recorded with a PHI
Versaprobe II spectrometer. A monochromatic Al Kα
X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV) operating at 50 W is
employed. Survey scans are recorded in a vacuum of at
least 10−6 Pa with a pass energy of 187.85 eV in steps
of 0.8 eV at a take-oﬀ angle of 45◦ relative to the sample
surface. The obtained XPS survey scans are subsequently
processed using Multipak (9.5) software to determine the
elemental composition at the surface of the samples from
the peak area ratios.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Light emission images
As was reported in previous work [14], there is no complete correlation between the cross-section of the plasma
jet footprint noticed with the naked eye and the real eﬀectively treated area on the sample. Therefore, a close look
at the plasma treatment process is required. To gain more
information about plasma propagation in the lateral direction on a ﬂat polymer sample, high-quality photographs
have been taken using an ICCD camera.
Pulsations on the current waveforms on Figure 2 represent the “birth” and “death” of plasma discharges. There
are some works [9,12,15,16] where such separated single
discharge is called “bullet”. Nevertheless, the lifetime of
the bullet is very short (few μs) and the timing between
each of the passing set is also small. Together with the
continuing process, this eﬀect gives the naked eye the false
picture of the integrated model without the bullet structure of the plasma jet.
The photographs presented in Figure 3 show the different structures of the atmospheric pressure plasma jet
footprint on the ﬂat polymer surface depending on the
exposure time of the ICCD camera. Yellow lines illustrate
the inner tube form. The distance between the capillary
edge and the surface is 2 mm for all ﬁgures. Namely the
best resolution of the plasma structures on the surface is
recognized on Figure 3a for the 1 μs ICCD camera exposure time. This image was selected from a set of photos
taken in a row each μs. Since each bullet passes the distance on its way, the camera records a diﬀerent image each

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. ICCD images of the plasma jet footprint on a
ﬂat polymer surface with diﬀerent exposure times: (a) 1 µs,
(b) 100 µs and (c) 50 ms.

time. Figure 3a shows that the structure has independent
“branches” which propagate from the center in radial
direction. Each branch has a few bifurcations that
separate into two smaller parts at the end of the branch.
The thickness changes from thick central parts to thin
ends. Nevertheless, most part of each section looks
uniformly thick. There are approximately 8–10 main
branches propagating on the surface from the central point
where the plasma jet is directed. The radial propagation
length of the majority of the structure parts is about
6 mm. This size should not be read as a precise value
since the camera sensitivity and noise level make the thin
and less bright structure ends vanish. It is only given as
an indicative value.
Figure 3b demonstrates the photograph of the plasma
jet recorded by the ICCD camera within a 100 μs timing.
It can be seen that the branch structure is not so obvious
as the one presented on the previous image taken with an
exposure time of 1 μs. A set of thin, weak lines is however
still observed. Although the line number is much greater
than for the shorter exposure time, the lines look thinner
and cover a larger area close to the center of the plasma
jet footprint. Since the camera gap has been opened to
100 μs, the ICCD camera records several single bullets
and thus diﬀerent branched structures on the polymer
surface. All these branches overlap each other thereby
creating the combined image presented in Figure 3b. Each
recorded frame has a diﬀerent image, in other words, each
photo represents a diﬀerent combination of the plasma
jet branched structures on the surface. The propagation
radius on the surface is approximately 3.7 mm, which is
smaller than the radius which has been observed for a photograph taken with a 1 μs exposure time. This conclusion
is based only on a visual comparison of photos taken by
the ICCD camera used in this work.
The most uniform glow is observed on Figure 3c which
shows a photograph taken with a 50 ms exposure time.
The explanation of the observed eﬀect is the following:
during the time when the camera gate is open, the ICCD
camera records so many single discharges and thus so
many diﬀerent branched structures that they cover all
space resulting in a homogenous glow on the polymer surface. Because 50 ms is a long integration time, recorded
images are the same each time hence this integration time
is too high to still observe the diﬀerence between separated
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discharges and thus creates the impression of a continuous plasma glow. Moreover, the radius of the plasma
jet footprint is about 3 mm which is twice less than for
the 1 μs image and also still considerably smaller than
for the 100 μs photograph. Since the ends of the plasma
branches on the surface are thin, only appear for a very
short time at diﬀerent positions and almost never overlap,
the photograph in Figure 3c does not show the plasma
discharge propagation at a long distance from the plasma
jet center. However this result is strongly related to the
quality of the ICCD camera that was used in this work
and the sizes of light emitting plasma footprint can be
compared only for photos that were taken with the same
camera parameters.
3.2 Static water contact angle measurements
The surface free energy is one of the most important characteristics of any polymer material. The higher the surface
free energy is, the lower the WCA value and the higher the
surface hydrophilicity is. WCA measurements on a plasma
treated PET sample have been performed to investigate
the eﬀect of plasma treatment on the surface hydrophilicity. Flat squared (3 × 3 cm) PET samples have been
exposed to the plasma eﬄuent for 40 s. During the experiment, the distance between the end of the capillary and
the sample is maintained at 2 mm. Although the plasma
jet itself is directed at one single point on the sample, the
plasma causes an eﬀective surface modiﬁcation in a much
larger circle-shaped area as shown in Figure 4. This ﬁgure
presents the WCA proﬁle observed along a straight line
through the center of the treated zone. To obtain a spatial
resolution of about 1 mm at least 5 samples were measured
in diﬀerent positions: water droplets were placed as close
as possible to each other on the substrate with small shift
for the ﬁrst droplet on every sample. In the end result the
combination of all measurements gives the proﬁle of WCA
each millimeter.
It is important to note that the distance “0 mm” represents the exact position of the plasma jet and that the two
red lines mark the active plasma jet zone, which is equal
to 1 mm in the case of the plasma parameters used to
obtain Figure 4. In addition, the horizontal axis crosses the
vertical axis at a WCA value of 87◦ , which is the average
WCA value of the untreated PET sample. Following the
measurement technique described in previous work [14],
WCA results with a high spatial resolution have been
obtained in Figure 4. This ﬁgure shows a substantial
improvement in the hydrophilic characteristics of the
plasma treated surface in an area with a radius of more
than 10 mm. A minimum WCA value of approximately
22◦ is observed in the center of treated area. Moving
further away from the center results in a gradual increase
in WCA value until a constant WCA value slightly below
the WCA value of the untreated sample is reached. In a
radius of approximately 8 mm, the WCA values are more
than 50% lower than the value of the untreated sample,
which is still higher than the largest recorded propagation
length (approximately 6 mm for the 1 μs photograph).

Fig. 4. WCA proﬁle on a plasma-treated PET sample.

Based on the ICCD photographs shown above, the
curve of the WCA proﬁle can be explained as following.
First of all, the branched plasma jet structures on the
polymer surface are not permanent in time. Therefore,
during the exposure time, plasma branches move around
the center point and provide a roughly uniform treatment
at an equal radial distance. On the other hand, the concentration of branched structures and their thickness vary
from highly concentrated thick parts in the center to low
concentrated thin ends at the edge. Thus, the central part
is mostly uniformly covered with reactive plasma species
during the complete treatment process. This impact produces the highly eﬀective modiﬁcation in the central sample part. On the contrary, the edges of the plasma jet
footprint structures are quite thin and lie far away from
each other. This situation together with their low appearance frequency result in a short interaction time between
the sample surface and reactive plasma species. For this
reason, the observed treatment eﬀect is less pronounced
at distances further away from the central point. The difference in radii of eﬀectively treated area based on WCA
measurements and the light emitting plasma region is due
to the quality of ICCD camera. The propagation of plasma
brunches should be farther but since the ends of this structure are thin and their emitted light is weak, the sensitivity of camera that was used in this work is not enough to
capture them.
3.3 XPS results
Besides WCA measurements, XPS analysis has also been
performed to obtain information about the chemical composition of the treated PET surface and to correlate these
results with the WCA measurements. Low resolution XPS
survey scans have been acquired to determine the atomic
composition of the sample surface. To have comparable
results, XPS analysis has been performed at the same
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XPS analysis have also been carried out on the PET substrate to obtain information about the plasma treatment
eﬃciency. WCA results show a highly hydrophilic area in
the center of the plasma-treated region. This eﬀect has
been explained by the obtained light emission images: in
the central part of the plasma jet footprint the concentration of excited plasma species is higher than farther away
from the center. XPS analysis of the plasma-treated substrate gave results similar to the WCA measurements and
additionally conﬁrmed the signiﬁcance of detailed analysis
of plasma jet footprints with light emission images.
Fig. 5. Oxygen concentration on a plasma-treated PET
sample.

positions on the treated PET sample as during the WCA
measurements. Figure 5 shows the oxygen concentration
on the treated surface along a diagonal line crossing the
center of plasma jet footprint. Similar to Figure 4, the
distance “0 mm” represents the exact position of the
plasma jet and that the two red lines mark the active
plasma jet zone. The horizontal axis crosses the vertical axis at 18.2% of oxygen, which is the oxygen atomic
concentration present on the untreated PET surface. The
highest amount of incorporated oxygen is observed in the
center of the analyzed line – about 38%. Moving away
from the center, the amount of incorporated oxygen gradually decreases until an oxygen concentration close to the
untreated sample is found. In a region with a radius of
approximately 10 mm, a high amount of incorporated
oxygen is observed. The oxygen curve, after mirror reﬂection along the horizontal axis, has a shape quite similar
to the WCA results presented in Figure 4. This means
that oxygen incorporation on the treated surface is responsible for the larger surface free energy or sample
hydrophilicity. The oxygen proﬁle shape can be explained
in the same way as was done in the previous section for
WCA measurements.

4 Conclusion
The main results of this work demonstrate the interrelation between the plasma treatment eﬃciency and detailed
images of the plasma jet footprint on a ﬂat PET surface.
By using an ICCD camera, light emission photographs
of the argon plasma jet working in open air have been
taken with diﬀerent exposure times. A camera exposure
time of 1 μs recorded images with highly resolved structures in the plasma jet footprint on ﬂat samples similar to
tree branches. With increasing camera gate timing, these
branched structures started to vanish and completely disappear at the highest exposure time. This observation has
been explained by thin edges on the branch ends and their
variety in appearance locations. WCA measurements and
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